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ABSTRACT 
A study of nonperiodic sequences {u~},~~ which are intertwinings of two periodic sequences 
with maximal overlap. Expressions in terms of Beatty sequences { Lci + d]}iCz are given in case (i) 
both periodic sequences have the same periodic cycle and in case (ii) the periodic sequences have 
coprime periods. The extreme sequences in case (i) occur in a paper of Morse and Hedlund [9] and 
in case (ii) in a paper by Coven and Hedlund [3]. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let J be a subinterval of Z. A sequence { wj}j E J is called periodic with period n 
ifw. ,+” = wj for allj for whichj, j + n E J. If {wj}jEJ is periodic with period n, 
then any block of n consecutive terms of { wj}jCJ is called a period cycle. 
Suppose a nonperiodic sequence of symbols { wj}j E z is periodic with period n 
for j > 0 and is periodic with the same period cycle for j < M. Then the maxi- 
mally possible value of M is n - 1 and the maximum can only be attained if 
lwjljtzZ consists of two distinct symbols. In Theorem 1 we give an expression of 
the extreme sequences in terms of Beatty sequences. In Section 3 we show that 
t’he extreme sequences are precisely the skew Sturmian sequences which occur 
in the paper by Morse and Hedlund [9] on symbolic dynamics. 
Suppose a nonperiodic sequence of symbols { wj}jC z is periodic with period r 
for j > 0 and periodic with periods for j < M. In 1965 Fine and Wilf [3] proved 
that the maximal value of M equals r + s - gcd(r, s). De Luca and Mignosi [4] 
showed that the extreme sequences have only two different symbols if 
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gcd(r, s) = 1 and they gave some more characterizations. In Theorem 3 we give 
an expression of the extreme sequences in terms of Beatty sequences. In Section 
5 we show that the extreme sequences are precisely the Sturmian bisequences 
with distinct left and right densities which occur in the paper by Coven and 
Hedlund [3]. 
2. INTERTWININGS OF PERIODIC SEQUENCES WITH THE SAME PERIOD CYCLE 
Suppose a non-periodic sequence of symbols { r~j}~ EH is periodic on the positive 
integers and it is periodic on the negative integers with the same period cycle of 
length n. Then the overlap of the periodic parts can have length n - 2 as the 
following example shows: 
. . . aaaabaaaaba~abaaaabpaaabaaaa~~~ 
overlap periodcycle 
We first show that the overlap cannot have length n - 1. Suppose {wj}j,n and 
fwjlj>O are both periodic with the same period cycle of length n. Then 
wj = wj+, except forj = 0. If wg = w,, then the complete sequence is periodic. If 
wg # w,, then the number of times that the symbol wo occurs in the period cy- 
cle (wowi.. . w,_l) is not the same as the number of times it appears in the per- 
iod cycle (wi w2 . . wn). This is a contradiction. 
Suppose that the overlap has length n - 2, that both {~j}~<,_i and {wj}j,o 
are periodic with the same period cycle of length n. Then wj = wj+n for 
j # -1, 0, but w-i # w,_i , wg # w,. The period cycle (w-i wo . . . wn_z) should 
occur as (wl_iwr.. . wI++2) f or some t with 1 < t 5 n + 1. Hence Wj = wj+t 
for all j except for j z -1,O (mod n) if j > n - 1 and except for j with 
j+tr-l,O(modn)ifj+t~O.Iffollowsthatw~=w,=w~,=...untilwe 
reach a place of the form In or In - 1 where I is a positive integer. However, 
Mio = wt = W2t = . . = Win = w, is excluded. So we have the situation 
wg = Wt = w21 = . . = W&l = W,_I. 
This implies that In - 1 is a multiple of t, hence that t and n are coprime. Put 
k = (Zn - 1)/t. Then In - kt = 1. Since 1 < t 5 n + 1, the numbers I and t are 
uniquely determined by k and n. Set wg = a, w, = b. Symbols a of the right 
period cycle are then at the places > 0 of the residue classes 
t, 2t, . . . , kt (mod n). 
Since t = (In - 1)/k, there are a’s at the positive places given by the residue 
classes 
Since gcd(k, I) = 1 we have 
{I, 21,..., kl} G (1, 2 ,..., k} (modk). 
Thus wj = a for positive values of j in the residue classes 
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By a similar argument, starting from w, = b, there are symbols b at the places 
< n of the residue classes 
-t, -2t,. . . , -(n - k)t (mod n). 
Apparently every period cycle contains k symbols a and II - k symbols b 
so that other symbols do not occur. It follows that in the left period cycle 
the symbols a are located at places < n given by the residue classes 
0, t, 2t,. . . , (k - 1)t (mod n), or equivalently, by the residue classes 
We have now proved the following result. 
Theorem 1. Let {w~}~,~ bea non-periodic sequence of symbols such that both 
are periodic with the same period cycle of length n. Then 
diflerent symbols, a and b say. If the symbol a occurs k 
times in a period cycle and wo = a, then gcd(k, n) = 1 andfurthermore wj = a if 
and only if 
for some integer i with i > 0 
or 
j= % 
I. 1 
forsomeinteger i with i < k 
Observe that 1 (in - 1)/k] = 1 in/k] for 0 < i < k. Moreover, note that the 
central block [w-t wg . . . w,] is symmetric, since wg = w,_t, w-1 = w, and 
in/k + (k - i)n/k = n implies 
~!Y]+py]= n- 1 for 0 < i < k. 
It follows that wi = w,_I_~ for every integer i. 
3. BALANCED SEQUENCES AND BEATTY SEQUENCES 
A bisequence S is a subset of Z. We call S a Beatty bisequence if 
S= {liC+41)i,z orS= {riC+411iEZ where < > 1 and 4 are reals. Here 1x1 
denotes the largest integer not exceeding x and [xl the smallest integer which 
is not smaller than x. A set of h consecutive integers is called an h-block. We 
say that S is a balanced bisequence if for every integer h the numbers of terms 
of S in any two h-blocks of Z differ by at most 1. Denote by A(x, y; S) the 
number of terms s of S with x 5 s < y. Then S is said to have right density cr if 
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lim X-00x -* A(0, x; S) = cy and left density ,D if lim,,,x-‘A(-x, 0; S) = /3. If 
o = p, then we call it the density of S. 
Let S be the Beatty bisequence {ii< + $]}iEL or {ii< + $]}i,z. First suppose 
< E Q. Put c = n/k with gcd(k, n) = 1 and n > 0. Then S has density k/n and is 
periodic with period length n. Every period cycle contains k terms of S. Note 
that 
with 4’ = 4 + 1 - i so that we can restrict to bisequences {Ii< + $JJ}. Further- 
more we may assume that 4 = f for some suitable integer 1. So the ‘rational 
case’ reduces to sequences of the form { [(in + Z)/kJ }i, z. 
Now suppose C $! Q. Then S has also density C-l, but it is not periodic. 
We have ii< + 41 = [i< + 4 + l] unless iC + 4 E Z. There can be only one 
such an integer i. Thus if there is no such i E Z, then it suffices to consider se- 
quences {Ii< + 4J}i,z If io< + 4 E Z, than the sequences {Tic + 4]}i,z and 
{liC+4+lJ]iEZdff i er only for the single value i = io. 
Observe that j = [i< + 41 for some integer i if and only if the fractional 
part (4 -j)/< - [($ --J/Q is less than [-‘. This happens if and only if the half- 
open interval ((4 -j - 1)/c, (4 -J/c] contains an integer. If follows that 
the number of integers j of the form ]i[ + 41 with a 5 i < 6, where a, b E 22, 
is equal to the number of integers in the interval ((4 -b)/<, (4 -a)/<], 
thus equal to l(4 - a)/<1 - l(4 - b)l<J. Since I l(d~ - a)/4 - l(4 - b)ICJ- 
(b - a)/</ < 1, every h-block of a Beatty bisequence contains ]h/<j or r/z/<] 
terms. A similar argument holds for Beatty bisequences of the form 
{[jr+ 4lIicz. There ore every Beatty sequence is a balanced sequence. This f 
observation was made by Morse and Hedlund [9, p. 171, but they used another 
definition and dealt with mechanical sequences and not with Beatty sequences. 
Coven and Hedlund [3, p. 1441 showed that the definitions are equivalent. It is 
easy to translate statements about mechanical sequences to statements about 
Beatty sequences. Morse and Hedlund also classified the balanced sequences. 
They distinguished three cases: periodic, irrational and skew. 
Theorem 2. (Morse and Hedlund) Let S = {sj}jE z be a bisequence with sj < sj+l 
for allj. Let 0 < CI < 1. Then S is a balanced bisequence of density CI ifand only if 
one ofthefollowing three conditions holds. 
(a) (periodic case) there exists an integer n with na E Z and a number p with 
pn E Z such that 
S= {~icY’ +pJ}iEZ. 
(b) (irrational case) o is irrational and there exists a real number p such that 
S={L~CC’+~]}~~~ or S={[ic~-‘+~]}~,~. 
(c) (skew case) there exists an integer n with k := na E Z,O and an integer m 
such that 
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or 
Proof. See [9, Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and 5.31. 
The former formula in the skew case corresponds with the formula in Theorem 
1 shifted by m. The latter formula corresponds with the sequence in Theorem 1 
shifted by m in case the condition wo = a is replaced by wo # a. Thus a skew 
sequence S is characterized by saying that S is a non-periodic bisequence such 
that S is periodic for j < m + n - 1 and for j > m with the same period cycle of 
length n. The other cases are characterized by saying that S is a Beatty bise- 
quence with rational or irrational density, respectively. 
4. INTERTWININGS OF PERIODIC SEQUENCES WITH DISTINCT PERIOD CYCLES 
SuppoSe {wjljEZ is a non-periodic sequence of symbols such that {wj}j,o is 
periodic with period length r and {wj}j<M is periodic with period length s. 
What is the maximal value for M? Already in 1965 Fine and Wilf [5] proved that 
the answer is r + s - gcd(r, s). They used generating functions in the proof and 
provided also continuous analogues of the result. They constructed examples 
with M = r + s - gcd(r, s). Later Knuth, Morris and Pratt [6] and Perrin [7, 
Prop. 1.3.51 used a combinatorial induction argument to derive the upper 
bound and the Fibonacci word to show that the bound is the best possible. Be- 
low we shall apply a number theoretic argument similar to the one in Section 1 
which yields a simple characterization of the extreme sequences in terms of 
Beatty sequences. It will turn out that the extreme sequences are composed of 
only two symbols and the maximal overlap is symmetric, facts which were al- 
ready obtained by De Luca and Mignosi [4, Thm. 41. 
We first assume that gcd(r, s) = 1 and we show that the maximal overlap is 
less than r + s - 1. We suppose that { wj}j > 0 is periodic with period length r and 
{ ivj}i < r+s is periodic with period length s. Then we have wj = wj+, for j > 0 and 
wj = wj+s for j < r. We make a trip starting at place r where we jump s places to 
the left if we are at a place > s and where we jump r places to the right if we are 
at a place < s. Note that from every place in the block [l, r + s - 1] except for s 
there is exactly one possible jump and that after each jump we land at a place in 
the block [I, r + s - 11. Obviously we cannot return to a place we have been 
before and so our trip will end at place s. Actually we have been at every place 
in [ 1, r + s - 1] during our trip as can be seen as follows. If we jump to the right, 
we remain in the same residue class mod r. If we jump to the left, we arrive at 
another class, s (mod r) less. Since s = r - (r - 1) s (mod r), we have been in 
every residue class mod r, when we arrive at place s. If we arrive in some residue 
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class mod r, then we arrive at some place in the block [i, s] and subsequently 
visit all other places in the residue class mod r which are in the block 
[l, r + s - 11. Since r is the left-most place in [I, r + s - l] in the residue class 
O(mod Y), we have indeed visited all places in [I? r + .s - 11. By the periodicities 
all the symbols at the visited places are the same and we have the trivial situa- 
tion that {wj}jGz is a constant sequence. Thus the overlap does not exceed 
rfs-2. 
We show that if the overlap is r + s - 2, then the sequence contains only two 
symbols and the density of each symbol in each period cycle is determined. 
Suppose that { wj}j, e is periodic with period length r and {++j}j<,+,_i is peri- 
odic with period length S. Hence wj = wj+, for j > 0 and wj = wj+s for j < r - 1, 
but wg # w,. and w,_ I # w,+,_l . We make the same trip as in the previous argu- 
ment, starting at place r, visiting all places in the block [ 1, r + s - I] and ending 
at place s. We find equal symbols until we visit place r + s - 1 and equal sym- 
bols after visiting place r + s - I, but not all the symbols are equal. Put 
wr = a, w, = b. Hence both period cycles contain only symbols a and b. 
We shall count the number of symbols a in a left period cycle, [l, s] say. This 
number I is one larger than the number of jumps to the right that we made after 
visiting place r + s - 1. Let k be the number of jumps to the left that we made 
after visiting place r + s - 1. Then apparently (r + s - 1) - ks + (1 - 1)’ = s, or 
equivalently, Ir - ks = 1. Since 0 < k < r and 0 < I < s, the numbers k and Z are 
uniquely determined by r and s. We conclude that the left period cycle contains 
I a’s and s - I b’s A similar reasoning, or a symmetry agrument, yields that the 
right period cycle contains k a’s and r - k 8s. Thus the left density and the right 
density of the symbol a are determined by r and s (apart from the possibie in- 
terchange of the symbols a and b). 
We shall now derive an explicit expression for the bisequence of places j with 
wj = a. First the right period. Note that the a’s in the right period are at the 
places of the residue classes s, 2s,. . . , ks (mod r). Since s = (Zr - 1)/k E Z, the 
u’s are also given by the residue classes 
i~i; ids ,..., ~~~ (modr). 
Observe that gcd(k, I) = 1, so that {I, 21, . . . , kl} E (1, 2, . . . , k} (mod k). 
Thus the a’s are given by the residue classes 
Thus the positive places j with wj = a are given by { l(ir- l)/kJ}i>,. By a 
similar reasoning, or a symmetry argument, the places j with wj = a and 
j < r + s - 1 are given by ( ~~.Y/ZJ}~<~+~ It follows that 
i~J = i~J for O<i<k+E. 
Suppose gcd(r, s) = d > 1. We consider each residue class mod d separately. 
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For each h with 0 5 h < d the sequence {r~jd+h}~~~ is periodic mod r/d at the 
positive integers, periodic mod s/d at the negative integers and the overlap of 
the periodic parts is at most r/d + s/d - 2 if the sequence {wjd+h}jEz is non- 
constant. For at least one h the sequence is non-constant. Hence the maximal 
overlap is at most d(r/d + s/d - 2) + d - 1 = r + s - d - 1. The overlap can 
only be r + s - 2 if d = 1, that is gcd(r, s) = 1. 
We have proved the following result. 
Theorem 3. Let { wj}j E z be a non-periodic sequence of symbols such that { wj}j, 0 
is periodic with period length r and { wj}j < r+s_, is periodic with period length s. 
Then gcd(r, s) = 1 and {wj}jEz contains only two diflerent symbols, a and b say. 
DeJinekandIbyir-ks=l,O~k~r,O~I~s.Supposew~=a.Thenw~=a 
if and only zf 
ir - 1 
j= k L 1 forsomeinteger i > 0 
or 
j= !.f 
LJ 
for some integer i < k + I 
We notice that the overlap [wrwz . . w,.+,_2] in Theorem 3 is symmetric, since 
is/l + (k + I- i)s/l = r + s - l/l implies 
[!zJ + y-y =r+s- 1, 
However, by Theorem 3, wg = w,+~ = a, w-1 = w,+,_l # a, so that wg # w,.+,_.r 
and w-1 # w,+,. 
5. STIFF SEQUENCES AND BEATTY SEQUENCES 
Let Q={at,az,... , aY} be a set of q symbols. A word w is a map from Z to Q. 
An n-block of a word w is the image of an n-block under w. Let P(w, n) denote 
the number of different n-blocks of w. We say that w is stiff if P(w, n) < n + 1 
for every n. Suppose w is a stiff word. Since P( w, 1) < 2, the number of symbols 
in Q is at most 2. We assume that Q = {a, 6) 
Suppose a stiff word w satisfies P(w, n) < n for some n. Then P(w, n - 1) = 
P(w, n) = n for some n and every (n - I)-block of w has a unique subsequent 
symbol. Therefore every two equal (n - 1)-blocks have the same continuations 
(on both sides). Since P(w, n) = n, a 2n-block contains two identical n-sub- 
blocks. Hence w is periodic with period length at most n. Since P(w, n - 1) = n, 
the period length is at least n. Thus w is periodic with period length n and 
P(w, h) = n for h > n. This result of Morse and Hedlund [8, Thm 7.31 implies 
that P(w, n) = n + 1 for every n when w is stiff and non-periodic. 
There is a bijection between words on Q and bisequences in Z by adjoining to 
a word the inverse image of the symbol a. We call a bisequence stiff if the cor- 
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responding word is stiff. Similarly, we call a word on Q balanced if the inverse 
image of each symbol is a balanced bisequence. Coven and Hedlund [3] studied 
the relationship between stiff and balanced words. Their results imply that ev- 
ery balanced bisequence is a stiff bisequence [Thm. 3.151, that every stiff bise- 
quence with a density is a balanced bisequence [Thm. 4.08 and 4.121 and that 
every other stiff bisequence corresponds with the intertwining of two periodic 
balanced sequences with distinct left and right density. They further showed 
that the left period, s, and the right period, r, are co-prime, that the overlap of 
the periodic parts is r + s - 2, and that the overlap is symmetric [Thm. 4,121. On 
the other hand they showed ([Thm. 5.031) that, for every pair of relatively prime 
integers r, s, a unique stiff word can be constructed with 
(1) P(w, n) = n + 1 for all n, 
(2) [wow, . . w,+,-l] = [db] where B is a symmetric (r + s - 2)-block, 
(3) { wj}j, 0 is periodic with period length r and { Wj}jcr+s_ k is periodic with 
period length s. 
It is obvious from (3) that the constructed word is the same as the word occur- 
ring in Theorem 3 except for a possible shift and a possible interchange of 
symbols a and b. As a result we can now give a completely explicit classification 
of stiff words in terms of Beatty sequences. 
Theorem 4. Let { wj}jEr be a st@word consisting ofsymbols a and b. Let S be the 
set ofj E Z with wj = a. 
rf‘S has a density (E, then S is balanced nnd hence of the form (a), (b) or (c) in 
Theorem 2. 
(d) (Hedlund case) rfS has not a density, then there exist integers m, r and s 
such that S is periodic with period length r for j > m and periodic with period 
lengthsforj<m+r+s-1.DeJnekandIbyIr-ks=l,O~k<r,O~E~s. 
Then 
S= { [F+-J};<,+,u{ [g-i+-J};,, 
S= { i~-tt-J}j<~+,u{ I -J}i>, 
We have called case (d) the Hedlund case to honour Hedlund who contributed 
to the fundamental papers [3], [S] and [9]. The former expression of S in (d) 
corresponds with the case w, = a, the latter with the case w,,, = b. It follows 
from Theorem 4 that every stiff bisequence has a left and a right density and 
that they are rational if they are distinct. If follows from the results of Coven 
and Hedlund that the word {wj}itz from Theorem 3 is stiff. This fact can also 
be verified directly. 
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6. REMARKS 
1. In Section 2 and 4 the requirement of a maximal overlap implied that the 
extreme sequences consist of only two symbols. (In Section 5 the definition of 
stiff word has the same implication.) One might change the problem and im- 
pose the condition that the period cycles contain at least u distinct symbols. 
The argument in Sections 2 and 4 can be partly adjusted. It follows that the 
maximal overlap of the periodic parts in the situation of Section 2 is maximally 
a block of n - u symbols, and that the maximal overlap in the situation of Sec- 
tion 4 is maximally a block of Y + s - u symbols. A classification of the extreme 
words is more complicated. 
2. We call a word w a Hedlund word if there exist coprime integers r, s such 
that w has length r + s - 2 and has periods Y and s. If w is non-constant, then 
gcd(r, s) = 1. Theorem 3 provides an explicit expression for w. De Luca and 
Mignosi [4, Thm. 41 proved that w is symmetric (a so-called palindrome) and 
that w is composed of only two symbols, a and b say. They further showed that 
wab or wba can be written as AB where A is a palindrome of length r - 2 and B 
is a palindrome of length s + 2. Robinson, Pedersen and others [lo] had earlier 
proved that there exists a word w of length r + s - 2 with symbols n, b such that 
wab = AB and w, A, B are palindromes and the lengths of A and B are r - 2 and 
s + 2 if and only if r and s are coprime, and that in this case it is unique. 
3. There are some more characterizations of Hedlund words in the symbols 
a, b in the literature. We call a finite word of length m balanced if for every 
positive integer n < m and for each symbol the numbers of occurrences of that 
symbol in any two n-subblocks differ by at most 1. De Luca and Mignosi [4, 
Thm. 51 showed that w is a finite balanced word if and only if w is a subword of a 
Hedlund word. In Section 5 of [4] they proved that w is a Hedlund word if and 
only if xwy is balanced for each choice x, y E {a, b}. A word is called a Lyndon 
word if it is lexicographically the first among all its cyclic permutations (cf. [4. 
Ch. 51). Bore1 and Laubie [2] have proved that if w is a Hedlund word then awb 
is a Lyndon word. For more background material, see [l], [4] and [7]. 
4. The similarity between the sequences in Theorems 1 and 3 is striking. The 
maximally overlapping cycle corresponding to the pair n, k in Theorem 1 is a 
prefix of the Hedlund words corresponding to pairs r, s in Theorem 3 satisfying 
the relations r = n and Iv - ks = 1. 
5. I thank J.-P. Allouche for helping me in finding relevant literature. 
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